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Abstract
Background: Investigating participant engagement and nonusage attrition can help identify the likely active ingredients of
electronic health interventions. Research on engagement can identify which intervention components predict health outcomes.
Research on nonusage attrition is important to make recommendations for retaining participants in future studies.
Objective: This study aimed to investigate engagement and nonusage attrition in the Physical Activity Loyalty (PAL) scheme,
a 6-month complex physical activity intervention in workplaces in Northern Ireland. The intervention included financial incentives
with reward redemption and self-regulation techniques. Specific objectives were (1) to determine whether engagement in specific
intervention components predicted physical activity at 6 months, (2) to determine whether engagement in specific intervention
components predicted targeted mediators at 6 months, and (3) to investigate predictors of nonusage attrition for participants
recording daily activity via the PAL scheme physical activity monitoring system and logging onto the website.
Methods: Physical activity was assessed at baseline and 6 months using pedometers (Yamax Digiwalker CW-701, Japan).
Markers of engagement and website use, monitoring system use, and reward redemption were collected throughout the scheme.
Random-effects generalized least-squares regressions determined whether engagement with specific intervention components
predicted 6-month physical activity and mediators. Cox proportional hazards regressions were used to investigate predictors of
nonusage attrition (days until first 2-week lapse).
Results: A multivariable generalized least-squares regression model (n=230) showed that the frequency of hits on the website’s
monitoring and feedback component (regression coefficient [b]=50.2; SE=24.5; P=.04) and the percentage of earned points
redeemed for financial incentives (b=9.1; SE=3.3; P=.005) were positively related to 6-month pedometer steps per day. The
frequency of hits on the discussion forum (b=−69.3; SE=26.6; P=.009) was negatively related to 6-month pedometer steps per
day. Reward redemption was not related to levels of more internal forms of motivation. Multivariable Cox proportional hazards
regression models identified several baseline predictors associated with nonusage attrition. These included identified regulation
(hazard ratio [HR] 0.88, 95% CI 0.81-0.97), recovery self-efficacy (HR 0.88, 95% CI 0.80-0.98), and perceived workplace
environment safety (HR 1.07, 95% CI 1.02-1.11) for using the physical activity monitoring system. The EuroQoL health index
(HR 0.33, 95% CI 0.12-0.91), financial motivation (HR 0.93, 95% CI 0.87-0.99), and perceived availability of physical activity
opportunities in the workplace environment (HR 0.96, 95% CI 0.93-0.99) were associated with website nonusage attrition.
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Conclusions: Our results provide evidence opposing one of the main hypotheses of self-determination theory by showing that
financial rewards are not necessarily associated with decreases in more internal forms of motivation when offered as part of a
complex multicomponent intervention. Identifying baseline predictors of nonusage attrition can help researchers to develop
strategies to ensure maximum intervention adherence.
Trial Registration: ISRCTN Registry ISRCTN17975376; http://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN17975376 (Archived by WebCite
at http://www.webcitation.org/76VGZsZug)
(J Med Internet Res 2019;21(4):e11394) doi:10.2196/11394
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Introduction
Background
The worldwide pandemic of physical inactivity [1] requires
innovative approaches to increasing population physical activity
levels with a view to achieving long-term maintenance [2].
Physical activity interventions that can be delivered through
less costly channels (eg, internet, telephone, or post) than those
requiring direct contact, in the interest of reaching as many
participants as possible, are needed [3].
An example of an internet-delivered intervention was the
Physical Activity Loyalty (PAL) scheme, implemented in
workplaces in Northern Ireland (NI). The PAL scheme was a
complex physical activity intervention that offered financial
incentives and other behavior change techniques delivered via
the study website to increase workplace physical activity
(recorded by outdoor sensors located within 2 km of the
workplace). Paradoxically, results showed that there was a small
but significant decline in pedometer steps per day at 6 months
relative to the baseline for the intervention group compared with
controls, which dissipated at 12 months [4]. Mediation and
moderation analyses showed that decreases in physical activity
were partially mitigated by positive indirect effects through the
constructs of integrated regulation, intrinsic motivation, and
habit measured at 6 months, whereas the negative intervention
effect was moderated by participants’ perceptions of availability
of physical activity opportunities in the workplace environment
[5]. The analyses reported in this paper aimed to provide further
insight to the mechanisms of behavior change for participants
in the PAL scheme by examining usage rates for specific
intervention components, predictors of usage rates, and whether
usage was related to study outcomes.
The concept of engagement may be defined in terms of the level
of exposure to and use of an intervention and the amount of
skills practice involved (ie, completing activities or exercises
to acquire knowledge or learn behavior relevant to the target
outcome) [6]. A participant’s level of engagement determines
the extent to which they receive the intended intervention, and
research on engagement is useful for identifying which
intervention components are associated with health outcomes
[7,8]. Investigating engagement in the different components of
the intervention separately may help uncover which aspects of
the intervention were beneficial (or detrimental) for increasing
physical activity behavior. Thomson et al, for example,
examined the intervention engagement indicators (both singly
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and combined) in relation to several health behaviors in a broad
lifestyle intervention and recommended the use of single
engagement indicators, relevant to each intervention component,
for predicting health outcomes [8]. Examining engagement in
this way may help identify the key active ingredients [9,10] for
refinement in future studies. Other authors have noted that
although previous studies have focused on the comparative
effectiveness of Web-based interventions, they have neglected
to test hypotheses about the mechanisms of action [11].
Understanding how and why interventions affect outcomes will
enable the development of more efficient Web-based
interventions [11]. This paper contributes to filling a gap in the
research base by investigating the relationship between
intervention engagement and mediator outcomes targeted by
the PAL intervention. Thus, it reflects guidance provided by
the Medical Research Council on conducting process
evaluations, which promotes the understanding of cause as a
key feature [12].
An issue observed to impact Web-based interventions is the
tendency for a substantial proportion of participants to
discontinue use of the intervention before the intervention ends
[13]. Nonusage attrition refers to the phenomenon of participants
ceasing intervention use before the end of the intervention
period, which seems to particularly affect Web-based
interventions [13]. For example, previous Web-based physical
activity interventions targeting healthy, sedentary adults define
nonusage attrition as occurring when the participant has a 2week lapse from using the intervention [14,15]. To determine
how successful Web-based interventions are for achieving health
behavior change, it is important to understand participants’
nonusage patterns and their influencing factors. Thus, we might
be able to make recommendations for participant retention in
future intervention studies. This is important given that lack of
participant engagement and high levels of nonusage attrition
are factors that can impede researchers’ ability to appropriately
test hypotheses in intervention studies [8,16].

Objectives
The objectives of this paper were (1) to determine whether levels
of engagement in different components of the intervention
predicted physical activity measured 6 months post baseline for
participants assigned to the intervention group, (2) to determine
whether levels of engagement in different components of the
intervention predicted psychosocial variables (ie, mediators)
targeted by the intervention at 6 months post baseline, and (3)
to investigate rates of nonusage attrition for participants
recording daily activity via the PAL scheme physical activity
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monitoring system and logging onto the PAL scheme website
and baseline predictors of nonusage attrition (ie,
sociodemographic, mediator, environmental, and physical
activity variables) for participants in the intervention group.

Methods
Overview
The PAL scheme was a cluster randomized controlled trial of
a complex, 6-month multicomponent workplace intervention
targeting inactive employees in workplaces in Belfast and
Lisburn city centers in NI to increase their physical activity
during working hours [17]. The underpinning theoretical
framework was based on the learning theory [18], self-regulation
control theory [19], social cognitive theory [20], and
self-determination theory [21]. The scheme included a novel
physical activity tracking system (with sensors in outdoor
locations within 2 km of the workplace) and Web-based
monitoring (ie, self-monitoring, prompts and cues, habit
formation, and adding objects to the environment). The main
intervention component was the provision of financial incentives
[22] with points accumulated depending on participants’ minutes
of walking (ie, 1 point for 1 min of physical activity with a
notional monetary value of £0.03 for a maximum of 30 min per
day) and could be redeemed for rewards at local businesses.
Maps of walking routes and examples of physical activity
opportunities were provided on the website (ie, instruction on
how to perform the behavior). Sensors were operational during
working hours (ie, 7 am-7 pm, Monday-Friday). Other behavior
change techniques included regular tailored motivational emails
(ie, prompts), tailored feedback, and links to other resources
(eg, physical activity and healthy eating advice) [23]. Discussion
forums on the website provided a platform for participants to
contact researchers and other participants (ie, social support).
Participants randomly assigned (in clusters) to the control arm
received no intervention during the 6-month intervention period
but were placed on a waiting list to participate in the scheme at
the end of the study period (ie, 12 months). A more detailed
overview of the trial procedures, including the Consolidated
Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) flow diagram, and
intervention program has been published [4] and is summarized
in Multimedia Appendix 1. The Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials of Electronic and Mobile HEalth Applications
and onLine TeleHealth (CONSORT-EHEALTH) checklist has
been completed for this study [24].

Data Collection
Outcome data were collected at baseline (sociodemographic,
mediator, environmental, and physical activity variables), 6
months (mediator and physical activity variables), and 12
months (physical activity only). Data on daily physical activity
captured via the PAL scheme physical activity monitoring
system (ie, dates and minutes), website usage (ie, dates, number
of hits, and minutes), and reward redemption (ie, number of
earned points and proportion redeemed) were collected
throughout the 6-month intervention period.
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Outcome Measurements
Engagement Variables
A total of 3 markers of overall intervention engagement (ie,
daily physical activity captured via the PAL scheme physical
activity monitoring system, use of the PAL website, and reward
redemption) were tracked throughout the 6-month intervention
period and the following variables were derived:
1.

2.

3.

Percentage of intervention days during which participants
walked for at least 10 min captured via the PAL scheme
physical activity monitoring system over the 6-month
intervention period. This captured participants’ engagement
with the physical activity monitoring system component of
the intervention (ie, their willingness to practice physical
activity behavior in the workplace and earn points to
incentivize their physical activity). Government
recommendations suggest that adults (aged 18-65 years)
should accumulate 150 mins per week of moderate-intensity
physical activity or 75 mins per week of vigorous-intensity
physical activity, or an equivalent combination of both, in
blocks of at least 10-min duration [25]. Recommendations
from the Chief Medical Office emphasize the importance
of daily physical activity and suggest the accumulation of
30 min of at least moderate-intensity physical activity on
most, preferably all, days of the week [26]. Therefore,
engagement was measured in terms of days, and only days
with at least 10 min of recorded activity were counted.
Percentage of intervention weeks during which participants
logged onto the PAL website at least once over the 6-month
intervention period. Although there was no specific
guidance for intended use of the PAL website (ie, there was
no recommendation for how often participants should log
on), research shows that the typical Web-based intervention
is meant to be used once a week [27], and previous studies
have categorized a log-in frequency of once per week as
being high [28]. Therefore, engagement was measured in
terms of weeks, and only weeks during which participants
logged in at least once were counted.
Percentage of earned points redeemed over the 6-month
intervention period. Aside from earning points by recording
activity via the physical activity monitoring system, this
indicator captured whether participants were interested in
redeeming their earned points for financial rewards to
incentivize their physical activity behavior.

Engagement with the different aspects of the PAL website was
assessed as the frequency of hits on each intervention component
for every 10 days the participant accessed the website and the
total number of intervention components accessed on the website
at least once (range 0-6). Research shows that measures of time
spent on the study website may not accurately capture
engagement with the intervention. For example, although
Web-based interventions with unstructured access facilitate
tailoring and flexibility, they enable users to multitask by
opening multiple Web pages or undertaking other activities,
complicating the measurement of intervention engagement [29].
As participants in the PAL scheme had complete freedom to
choose how they used the website, a higher frequency of hits
on a particular website component across the days on which the
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participant chose to log on was expected to reflect a higher level
of interest (and willingness to engage) in that aspect of the
intervention. This was also in line with previous studies of
engagement in Web-based interventions using log-in frequency
as a measure of engagement [28,30-34].
The 6 intervention components participants could access on the
website were as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Monitoring and feedback: Data and visual representation
(ie, graphics) of the participant’s activity over the
intervention period for self-monitoring purposes (ie,
self-monitoring and feedback and goal setting)
Rewards: Platform for participants to view their earned and
bonus points, information on available rewards, and how
to redeem points (ie, immediate reward contingent on
behavior change)
Maps: Maps of sensor locations and example walking routes
for planning of physical activity (ie, information on when
and where to perform physical activity and action planning)
Health information (physical activity): Physical activity
facts and information, health benefits, safety tips, and tips
for a physically active lifestyle (ie, provision of information
about health benefits of physical activity)
Health information (other): Information related to healthy
eating, smoking, alcohol consumption, and stress reduction
(ie, provision of information about health benefits of other
health behaviors)
Discussion forums: Platform for participants to contact
researchers and other participants to ask questions, make
enquiries, raise concerns, and respond to comments (ie,
social support).

Nonusage Attrition: Recording Activity Via the Physical
Activity Monitoring System and Website Use
Nonusage attrition was considered to occur if a participant had
at least a 2-week lapse from use [14,15]. Nonusage attrition for
recording activity via the physical activity monitoring system
was measured as the number of days until the first 2-week lapse
from recording activity. Website nonusage attrition was
measured as the number of days until the first 2-week lapse
from logging onto the website.

Physical Activity
The primary outcome was steps per day objectively measured
over 7 days using sealed pedometers (Yamax Digiwalker
CW-701, Japan) [35-37] and considered valid if the participant
provided more than or equal to 250 steps per day for 3 or more
days. This was collected at baseline, 6 months, and 12 months.
The primary outcome assessment was distinct from the data
collected from the PAL physical activity monitoring system.
Specifically, the physical activity monitoring system was used
to capture data on the minutes of workplace physical activity
undertaken in the outdoor workplace environment by
intervention group participants within the core hours of 7 am
to 7 pm, Monday to Friday. These data were used to compute
participants’ points, were redeemable for financial incentives,
and were available on the study website as a self-monitoring
tool. The primary outcome assessment was conducted by asking
participants in both the intervention and control groups to wear
https://www.jmir.org/2019/4/e11394/
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sealed pedometers for 7 days at baseline, 6 months, and 12
months (between waking in the morning and going to bed at
night, except during water-based activities).

Mediator Outcomes
Mediator outcomes were collected at baseline and 6 months via
a self-reported questionnaire and included planning [38],
self-determined motivation (ie, identified regulation, integrated
regulation, and intrinsic motivation) [39,40], habit [41], recovery
and maintenance self-efficacy [42], outcome satisfaction [43,44],
social norms [45], and workplace norms [45]. These constructs
were measured as they are central to the behavior change
theories upon which the intervention was designed and
represented the assumed pathways through which the
intervention was hypothesized to lead to a change in physical
activity behavior [17]. Exploring whether engagement with the
various components of the intervention was related to changes
in these constructs is useful to identify the active ingredients of
the intervention, determine the degree to which the intervention
worked as intended, and improve our understanding of how the
intervention led to a change in behavior. Self-reported
questionnaire data were collected via the Web-based platform
Qualtrics (Qualtrics, Provo, Utah, USA).

Predictors of Nonusage Attrition
Predictors of nonusage attrition were sociodemographic,
mediator, and environmental variables (assessed by
questionnaire) and physical activity measures (pedometer steps
per day) collected at baseline. Sociodemographic variables
included age, gender, highest educational level, income, marital
status, and self-reported height and weight (used to compute
body mass index). Measures of health included Short Form-8
physical and mental health component scores [46], the Quality
of Life health state utility measure and weighted health index
[47], and the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale
[48,49]. Mediator variables included outcome expectations [43],
physical activity self-efficacy [50], intention [51], planning [38],
financial motivation [52,53], self-determined motivation (ie,
identified regulation, integrated regulation, and intrinsic
motivation) [39,40], habit [41], recovery and maintenance
self-efficacy [42], outcome satisfaction [43,44], and social norms
and workplace norms [45]. Perceptions of workplace
environment (attractiveness, safety, accessibility, and
availability) were also collected at baseline [54]. Descriptions
of assessed variables are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Statistical Analysis
These analyses are exploratory and should be interpreted with
caution because of multiple testing. The level of significance
was P<.05 for all analyses. Analyses were carried out using
Stata 13 (StataCorp) [55]. All questionnaire items were coded
so that higher numerical variables equaled higher values of the
construct.

Objective 1: To Determine Whether Levels of
Engagement in Different Components of the Intervention
Predicted Physical Activity Measured 6 Months Post
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Baseline for Participants Assigned to the Intervention
Group

same procedures outlined under Objective 1 and additionally
included baseline values of the relevant mediator as a covariate.

Random-effects generalized least-squares regressions were run
with 6-month physical activity (ie, pedometer steps per day) as
the dependent variable and engagement variables (ie, percentage
of intervention days in which participants undertook at least 10
min of physical activity captured using the PAL scheme physical
activity monitoring system, percentage of intervention weeks
participants logged onto the PAL website, percentage of earned
points redeemed, frequency of hits on each of the 6 website
intervention components for every 10 days the participant
accessed the website, and total number of website sections
accessed at least once) as the independent variables. The model
was adjusted for randomization stratum (large>50,
medium=20-50, small<20 or schools or colleges), season
(6-month follow-up occurred between December 2015 and April
2016 versus 6-month follow-up occurred between July 2016
and August 2016), and baseline pedometer steps per day with
SEs and P values adjusted for clustering (3 clusters based on
size and 1 cluster for educational establishments).
Random-effects models explicitly modeled the dependence
between observations within the same cluster by including the
random effect. This represented the amount by which the
intercept for a given cluster differed from the overall mean
intercept value [56]. These analyses were conducted using
Stata’s xtreg command with the vce (cluster) option specified.
Engagement variables showing a significant relationship with
6-month physical activity in univariable analyses (P<.05) were
included in a multivariable model with backward elimination
of the predictor with the highest P value until all included
predictors had P<.05. This determined the combined effects of
all relevant predictors on 6-month physical activity. The
distributions of residuals for each regression were plotted to
check for normality. Partial regression plots were used to
identify influential points, and homogeneity of variances was
checked by graphing residual versus fitted values.

Objective 3: To Investigate Rates of Nonusage Attrition
for Participants Recording Daily Activity via the Physical
Activity Loyalty Scheme Physical Activity Monitoring
System and Logging onto the Physical Activity Loyalty
Scheme Website, and Baseline Predictors (ie,
Sociodemographic, Mediator, Environmental, and
Physical Activity Variables) of Nonusage Attrition for
Participants in the Intervention Group

This paper focused on pedometer steps per day collected at 6
months only as the primary study outcomes were collected at
6 months, the intervention period was 6 months, and the
significant negative intervention effect observed for pedometer
steps per day had dissipated at 12 months [4].

Objective 2: To Determine Whether Levels of
Engagement in Different Components of the Intervention
Predicted Psychosocial Variables (ie, Mediators)
Targeted by the Intervention at 6 Months Post Baseline
Random-effects generalized least-squares regressions were run
with 6-month mediators as the dependent variable and
engagement variables (ie, percentage of intervention days in
which participants undertook at least 10 min of physical activity
captured using the PAL scheme physical activity monitoring
system, percentage of intervention weeks participants logged
onto the PAL website, percentage of earned points redeemed,
frequency of hits on each of the 6 website intervention
components for every 10 days the participant accessed the
website, and total number of website sections accessed at least
once) as the independent variables. These analyses used the
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Survival curves for time to nonusage attrition were plotted
separately for participants’ use of the physical activity
monitoring system to record daily activity and website use. The
median usage (ie, the time by which 50.0% of participants’
usage had lapsed; 211/422 for use of the physical activity
monitoring system to record daily activity and 209/418 for
logging onto the website) was then calculated. Baseline
measures of sociodemographic variables, mediator variables,
environmental variables, and physical activity were investigated
as predictors of nonusage attrition of the physical activity
monitoring system to record daily activity and nonusage attrition
for use of the website using Cox proportional hazards regression
analyses. In the first analysis, the time variable was the number
of days until the first 2-week lapse from using the physical
activity monitoring system to record daily activity. In the second
analysis, the time variable was the number of days until the first
2-week lapse from logging onto the website. For each model,
the event variable was coded 1 if nonusage attrition occurred
or 0 if nonusage attrition did not occur. Univariable analyses
were conducted on all predictor variables and those with P<.05
were included in a multivariable model with backward
elimination of the predictor with the highest P value until all
included predictors had P<.05. All analyses included SEs and
P values corrected for clustering. The Efron procedure was used
for handling ties as it is advocated over the Breslow method
[57] and can be implemented with models adjusting SEs and P
values for clustering. The proportional hazards assumption was
tested for each model formally using the Schoenfeld residuals
(P<.05 provided evidence to reject the proportional hazards
assumption), and by visual inspection of scaled Schoenfeld
residual plots [58]. Plots of −log(−log[survival]) versus log(time)
were created for categorical predictors with nonparallelism
indicating violation of the proportional hazards assumption.
As a sensitivity analysis for our definition of nonusage attrition,
we repeated these analyses defining nonusage attrition as
occurring if a participant had a 1-month (ie, 30 days) lapse from
use.

Results
Baseline Characteristics
A total of 457 participants from 19 clusters were randomized
to the intervention group. Baseline characteristics are reported
in Multimedia Appendix 2.
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Engagement, Physical Activity, and Mediator
Outcomes at 6 Months

website was 37.8% (SD 32.5%; approximately 9/24 weeks).
Participants redeemed 39.3% (SD 42.5%; approximately 39
points for every 100 points earned) of their earned points on
average. Participants clicked on 4 of the 6 website components
at least once on average, and the component accessed with the
highest frequency was monitoring and feedback. The 6-month
physical activity and mediator outcomes are reported in Table
2.

Table 1 shows the 6-month engagement and nonusage attrition
measures. The mean percentage of intervention days during
which participants were recorded being active via the physical
activity monitoring system was 24.7% (SD 21.8%;
approximately 44/180 days), and the mean number of
intervention weeks that participants logged onto the study

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for 6-month engagement and nonusage attrition.
Variables

Statistics (6 months)
n

Mean (SD)

422

24.7 (21.8)

Percentage of intervention weeks participants logged onto the websiteb

418

37.8 (32.5)

Percentage of earned points redeemedc

422

39.3 (42.5)

Frequency: Monitoring and feedbackd

418

13.7 (3.5)

Frequency: Rewardsd

418

5.7 (4.5)

Frequency: Mapsd

418

3.4 (4.0)

Frequency: Health information (physical activity)d

418

0.5 (1.7)

Frequency: Health information (other)d

418

1.2 (3.2)

Frequency: Discussion forumsd

418

1.9 (4.2)

Total number of sections (website)e

418

3.9 (1.5)

Total minutes (recording daily activity via physical activity monitoring system)

422

1000 (987)

Total minutes (PALf website)

418

1171 (2048)

Days to nonusage attrition (recording daily activity via physical activity monitoring system)g

422

53.7 (61.2)

Days to nonusage attrition (PAL website)h

418

31.7 (43.4)

Number of participants with nonusage attrition for recording daily activity via physical activity monitoring
system, n (%)

—i

375 (88.9)

Number of participants with PAL website nonusage attrition, n (%)

—

403 (96.4)

Engagement
Percentage of intervention days participants walked for at least 10 min captured via the physical activity
monitoring systema

Nonusage attrition

a

Percentage of days participants were recorded walking for at least 10 mins captured via the physical activity monitoring system.

b

Percentage of weeks participants logged onto the website at least once.

c

Percentage of total accumulated points which the participant had redeemed by 6 months.

d

Frequency of hits (ie, total number of hits for every 10 days the participant accessed the website).

e

Number of sections accessed on website at least once (0-6).

f

PAL: Physical Activity Loyalty.

g

Number of days until first 2-week lapse from recording daily activity via physical activity monitoring system.

h

Number of days until first 2-week lapse from logging onto the website.

i

Not applicable.
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Table 2. Baseline and 6-month physical activity outcomes and scores on mediator variables.
Variables (scale range)

n

Baseline, mean (SD)

n

6 Months, mean (SD)

Physical activity self-efficacy (1-5)

439

2.91 (0.97)

—a

—

Intentions (1-7)

435

5.38 (1.68)

—

—

Outcome expectations (1-5)

418

3.37 (0.62)

—

—

Financial motivation (1-7)

439

1.71 (1.16)

—

—

Planning (1-4)

414

2.37 (0.69)

255

2.35 (0.74)

Social norms (1-7)

414

3.87 (1.20)

253

3.90 (1.13)

Identified regulation (1-5)

438

3.81 (0.87)

262

3.93 (0.82)

Integrated regulation (1-5)

439

3.12 (1.13)

258

3.41 (1.10)

Intrinsic motivation (1-5)

438

3.52 (0.99)

259

3.70 (0.91)

Habit (1-5)

437

2.89 (1.32)

256

3.18 (1.40)

Workplace norms (1-5)

439

3.20 (0.82)

260

3.19 (0.76)

Recovery self-efficacy (1-4)

438

2.36 (0.82)

261

2.41 (0.73)

Maintenance self-efficacy (1-4)

438

2.79 (0.86)

262

2.69 (0.83)

Outcome satisfaction (1-5)

404

3.85 (0.68)

257

3.87 (0.62)

Pedometer steps per dayb

414

7977 (3602)

249

6990 (3078)

a

Variable not measured at 6 months.

b

12-month pedometer steps per day (mean 7790, SD 3462; n=210).

Objective 1: To Determine Whether Levels of
Engagement in Different Components of the
Intervention Predicted Physical Activity Measured 6
Months Post Baseline for Participants Assigned to the
Intervention Group
Table 3 shows the results of random-effects regressions with
pedometer steps per day at 6 months as the dependent variable
and use of specific intervention components as the independent
variable, controlling for baseline pedometer steps per day,
stratum, and season, with cluster-adjusted SEs and P values.
Engagement variables that were significant predictors of
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6-month pedometer steps per day in univariable analyses were
included in a multivariable model that showed that the frequency
of hits on the monitoring and feedback component of the website
across the 6-month intervention period (b=50.2; SE=24.5;
P=.04) and percentage of earned points redeemed across the
6-month intervention period (b=9.1; SE=3.3; P=.005) were
positively related to 6-month pedometer steps per day, whereas
the frequency of hits on the discussion forum component of the
website across the 6-month intervention period (b=−69.3;
SE=26.6; P=.009) was negatively related to 6-month pedometer
steps per day. None of the other variables were significant
predictors of 6-month pedometer steps per day in univariable
analyses.
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Table 3. Results of random-effects regressions with 6-month pedometer steps per day as the dependent variable and engagement indicators as independent
variables among intervention group participants providing 6-month pedometer readings. Results are adjusted for stratum, season, and baseline pedometer
steps per day with cluster-adjusted standard errors and P values
Engagement variables

Univariable models

Multivariable modela

b (SE)

P valueb

n

b (SE)

P valueb

4.2 (8.5)

.62

—d

—

—

4.4 (6.0)

.47

—

—

—

231

8.3 (4.1)

.04

230

9.1 (3.3)

.005

Monitoring and feedbackg

234

66.3 (18.5)

<.001

230

50.2 (24.5)

.04

Rewardsg

234

13.9 (36.0)

.70

—

—

—

Mapsg

234

−46.9 (43.7)

.28

—

—

—

Health information: Physical activityg

234

34.9 (160.0)

.83

—

—

—

Health information: Otherg

234

25.2 (65.9)

.70

—

—

—

Discussion forumsg

234

−77.4 (27.1)

.004

230

−69.3 (26.6)

.009

Number of sectionsh

234

−32.4 (117.4)

.78

—

—

—

n
Engagement indicators
Percentage of intervention days participants walked for 231
at least 10 min captured via the physical activity monitoring systemc
Percentage of intervention weeks participants logged onto 234
e

the website

Percentage of earned points redeemedf
Website sections

a

R-squared=0.54 for multivariable model. R-squared=0.51 for model including covariates only (ie, stratum, season, and baseline pedometer steps per
day). Empty cells in this column show variables which were not included in the multivariable model.
b

P values reported in italics show statistically significant results (P<.05).

c

Percentage of days participants were recorded walking for at least 10 min captured via the physical activity monitoring system.

d

Not applicable.

e

Percentage of weeks participants logged onto the website at least once.

f

Percentage of total accumulated points that the participant had redeemed by 6 months.

g

Frequency of hits (ie, total number of hits for every 10 days the participant accessed the website).

h

Number of sections accessed on website at least once (0-6).

Objective 2: To Determine Whether Levels of
Engagement in Different Components of the
Intervention Predicted Psychosocial Variables (ie,
Mediators) Targeted by the Intervention at 6 Months
Post Baseline
The only mediator variable for which more than 1 independent
variable was retained in the multivariable analysis was integrated
regulation (Table 4). Engagement variables that were significant
predictors of 6-month integrated regulation were included in a
multivariable model that showed that the percentage of
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intervention days during which participants walked for at least
10 min captured via the PAL scheme physical activity
monitoring system over the 6-month intervention period
(b=0.008; SE=0.002; P<.001) and the frequency of hits on the
monitoring and feedback component of the website across the
6-month intervention period (b=0.03; SE=0.01; P=.02) were
positively related to 6-month pedometer steps per day, whereas
the frequency of hits on the discussion forum component of the
website across the 6-month intervention period (b=−0.02;
SE=0.01; P=.02) was negatively related to 6-month pedometer
steps per day. The results of all univariable analyses are
presented in Multimedia Appendix 3.
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Table 4. Results of multivariable random-effects regressions with 6-month integrated regulation as the dependent variable and engagement indicators
as independent variables among intervention group participants providing 6-month data. Results are adjusted for stratum, season, baseline pedometer
steps per day, and integrated regulation with cluster-adjusted standard errors and P values
Engagement variables

Univariable models

Multivariable modela

n

b (SE)

P valueb

n

b (SE)

P valueb

238

0.007
(0.002)

.004

236

0.008
(0.002)

<.001

240

0.004
(0.002)

.02

—e

—

—

—

0.000
(0.001)

.82

—

—

—

Monitoring and feedbackg

240

0.03 (0.01)

.02

236

0.03 (0.01)

.02

Rewardsg

—

0.00 (0.01)

.97

—

—

—

Mapsg

—

−0.02 (0.01)

.10

—

—

—

Health information: Physical activityg

240

0.11 (0.05)

.03

—

—

—

Health information: Otherg

—

0.06 (0.06)

.27

—

—

—

Discussion forumsg

240

−0.02 (0.01)

.03

236

−0.02 (0.01)

.02

Number of sectionsh

240

0.09 (0.03)

.005

—

—

—

Engagement indicators
Percentage of intervention days participants walked for at
least 10 mins captured via the physical activity monitoring
systemc
Percentage of intervention weeks participants logged onto
d

the website

Percentage of earned points redeemedf
Website sections

a

R-squared=0.59 for multivariable model. R-squared=0.50 for model including covariates only (ie, stratum, season, baseline pedometer steps per day,
and baseline integrated regulation). Empty cells in this column show variables which were not included in the multivariable model.
b

P values reported in italics show statistically significant results (P<.05).

c

Percentage of days participants were recorded walking for at least 10 mins captured via the physical activity monitoring system.

d

Percentage of weeks participants logged onto the website at least once.

e

Not applicable.

f

Percentage of total accumulated points that the participant had redeemed by 6 months.

g

Frequency of hits (ie, total number of hits for every 10 days the participant accessed the website).

h

Number of sections accessed on website at least once (0-6).

Objective 3: To Investigate rates of Nonusage Attrition
for Participants Recording Daily Activity Via the
Physical Activity Loyalty Scheme Physical Activity
Monitoring System and Logging onto the Physical
Activity Loyalty Scheme Website, and Baseline
Predictors (ie, Sociodemographic, Mediator,
Environmental, and Physical Activity Variables) of
Nonusage Attrition for Participants in the Intervention
Group
The median usage (ie, the time by which 50.0% of participants’
usage had lapsed) was 26 days for use of the physical activity
monitoring system to record daily activity (nonusage attrition
occurred for 211/422 participants; Figure 1) and 13 days for
use of the website (nonusage attrition occurred for 209/418
participants; Figure 2). Nonusage attrition of the physical
activity monitoring system to record daily activity occurred for
88.9% of participants (375/422), and website nonusage attrition
occurred for 96.4% of participants (403/418). In both figures,
the vertical section of the curve indicates that there was a
https://www.jmir.org/2019/4/e11394/
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proportion of participants who did not use the intervention
component within the first 2 weeks of the intervention period
(approximately equal to 25.0%, or 106/422, of the intervention
group for use of the physical activity monitoring system and
approximately equal to 20.0%, or 84/418, of the intervention
group for use of the website).
Univariable and multivariable Cox regression analyses are
presented in Multimedia Appendix 4. The multivariable analysis
for use of the physical activity monitoring system to record
daily activity showed that having higher levels of identified
regulation at baseline (hazard ratio [HR] 0.88, 95% CI
0.81-0.97) and having higher levels of recovery self-efficacy at
baseline (HR 0.88, 95% CI 0.80-0.98) reduced the risk of
attrition. In contrast, having a higher perception of the safety
of the workplace environment for physical activity at baseline
(HR 1.07, 95% CI 1.02-1.11) was associated with a higher risk
of attrition. The multivariable analysis for website use showed
that having higher values on the EuroQoL weighted health index
(HR 0.33, 95% CI 0.12-0.91), having higher levels of financial
motivation at baseline (HR 0.93, 95% CI 0.87-0.99), or having
J Med Internet Res 2019 | vol. 21 | iss. 4 | e11394 | p.9
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a higher perception of the availability of physical activity
opportunities in the workplace environment at baseline (HR
0.96, 95% CI 0.93-0.99) reduced the risk of attrition. Formal
tests and visual inspection of plots showed no evidence for
violation of the proportional-hazards assumption for the
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multivariable models. The results of the sensitivity analysis for
our definition of nonusage attrition repeating these analyses
with nonusage attrition defined as occurring if a participant had
a 1-month (ie, 30 days) lapse from use have been reported in
Multimedia Appendix 5.

Figure 1. Survival curve for time to nonusage attrition for recording daily activity via the physical activity monitoring system (n=422).
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Figure 2. Survival curve for time to nonusage attrition for use of the website (n=418).

Discussion
Principal Findings
This study examined whether overall engagement (ie, using the
physical activity monitoring system to record physical activity,
accessing the study website, and redeeming earned points for
financial rewards) in a 6-month workplace physical activity
intervention (ie, the PAL scheme) and engagement with specific
intervention components (ie, specific sections of the website)
were associated with physical activity and mediator outcomes
at 6 months. Time to nonusage attrition for different intervention
components and predictors of nonusage attrition (ie,
sociodemographic, mediator, environmental, and physical
activity variables) were also investigated. Due to the nature of
the wait-list control, there are no available data on intervention
engagement and nonusage attrition for the control group.
Therefore, we are cautious not to overinterpret the results and
draw causal conclusions from these analyses. Multivariable
generalized least-squares regression analyses revealed that
higher levels of engagement with some intervention components
were significantly related to 6-month pedometer steps per day.
Several baseline predictors of nonusage attrition were also
identified using the Cox proportional hazards regression
analyses.
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Intervention Engagement and Physical Activity
This study found that overall levels of engagement with the
intervention (ie, using the physical activity monitoring system
to record physical activity and accessing the study website)
were not related to physical activity at 6 months in contrast to
the findings of several previous studies [8,59]. A plausible
explanation is that our indicators may not have sufficiently
captured participants’ true levels of engagement. Time spent
on the website was not included as a measure of engagement
because of the unstructured nature of website access, which
meant that participants may have been engaging in other
activities when logged on. Previous Web-based intervention
studies investigating engagement include the website as the
main intervention component and require participants to spend
a significant amount of time on the website [14,15,29,32,33].
In contrast, the website was a mode of intervention delivery for
the PAL study (the main intervention components were the
financial incentive, placing sensors in an outdoor environment,
and self-monitoring). Therefore, the time spent on the website
is less relevant as an indicator of intervention engagement in
this study than for the previous studies. Instead, we assumed
that a higher frequency of hits on a particular section of the
website for every 10 days of website use indicated higher levels
of interest (and willingness to engage) in that aspect of the
intervention. However, Baltierra et al noted that even this may
be problematic as it gives no indication of whether participants
are reading and comprehending the information or merely
J Med Internet Res 2019 | vol. 21 | iss. 4 | e11394 | p.11
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clicking on the various sections [29]. This illustrates the
complexity inherent in measuring engagement in behavior
change interventions and the need for a standardized approach
[60,61].
Examining intervention engagement as a whole may not be
sufficient to explain physical activity behavior change for this
intervention, given the observed decline in physical activity for
intervention participants. In particular, the use of multiple or
multicomponent engagement measurements is recommended
to track participant engagement in all the components of
complex interventions [8]. Therefore, we also examined whether
engagement with different intervention components was related
to physical activity. The self-monitoring and feedback
component was the most frequently accessed aspect of the
website, and a higher frequency of accessing it was associated
with a significant increase in physical activity at 6 months. This
finding may indicate that when participants focused more on
the scheme’s self-monitoring and feedback aspects, this was
associated with less of a decline in physical activity and is in
line with the results of the study’s mediation analyses, which
found that planning and habit formation are important mediators
[5]. Previous research also shows that self-regulation techniques
and self-monitoring are useful strategies for physical activity
behavior change or weight loss [36,62-67], and 1 previous
systematic review of Web-based interventions also highlights
that Web-based self-monitoring is a potentially effective
technique [68]. Redeeming a higher proportion of earned points
for rewards was associated with slightly higher physical activity
levels at 6 months. This finding expands upon the study’s
mediation analyses, which found that financial motivation was
not related to physical activity behavior at 6 months and
proposed that it is possible that the participants did not find the
financial incentives attractive enough to trigger behavior change
in the first place [5]. It appears that when participants found the
financial incentives desirable and redeemed their accumulated
points, this was associated with less of a decline in physical
activity. Previous studies have also shown that for financial
incentives to be successful in inducing behavior change, the
reward on offer must be deemed worthwhile to the individual
participant. For example, monetary value [69] or type (eg,
individual versus group based) [70] of reward can impact its
effectiveness for behavior change.
A higher frequency of accessing the discussion forum
component of the website was associated with a significant
decline in physical activity at 6 months. Discussion forums were
included on the PAL website as a means of providing social
support for behavior change. For example, it was expected that
participants would use these forums to contact researchers and
interact with other participants to support behavior change.
However, participants mainly used this component to make
queries and report technological issues. This may indicate that
participant frustration with some perceived limitations of the
intervention, which were highlighted in a separate qualitative
process evaluation [71], contributed to the overall negative
impact on physical activity. A previous study finding negative
intervention effects on physical activity behavior concluded that
reduced support for the intervention over time was a contributing
factor and cited similar reasons (eg, lack of variety in activities
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resulting in participant boredom and restrictions on the
availability of time or space) [72].

Intervention Engagement and Mediator Outcomes
A higher frequency of accessing the website’s feedback and
monitoring component was also associated with increases in
integrated regulation (in addition to physical activity behavior),
further highlighting the importance of this particular intervention
component. For example, there is evidence from the
self-determination theory that more intrinsically motivated
behavior is more likely to be maintained as it fulfills the basic
psychological needs for competence, autonomy, and relatedness
to others [10]. In comparison, engagement with the financial
incentive component of the intervention (ie, redeeming a higher
proportion of earned incentives for rewards or a higher
frequency of accessing the website’s rewards component) was
not found to be related to the levels of identified regulation,
integrated regulation, and intrinsic motivation. Thus, this study
contributes unique evidence to contravene one of the main
criticisms of financial incentives that is highlighted in the
self-determination theory literature (ie, that the use of financial
incentives should have a crowding out effect on intrinsic
motivation for behaviors that are already internalized [73]). This
paper provides further and supporting evidence for the findings
of the study’s mediation analysis to suggest financial incentives
do not necessarily diminish more internal forms of motivation
when delivered as part of a complex multicomponent behavior
change intervention [5].

Nonusage Attrition
Nonusage attrition for use of the physical activity monitoring
system and use of the website was high as most participants
lapsed from using one or both features. High levels of attrition
are commonly observed for use of Web-based interventions
[27,74,75]; however, program usage is generally expected to
be higher for controlled trials compared with freely accessible
programs as participants are more likely to be motivated and
committed to taking part in the study [13]. A 2012 systematic
review of Web-based interventions [27] found that
approximately half of the participants adhere to interventions.
The definition of nonusage attrition (ie, occurring at the time
of the first 2-week lapse from intervention use) adopted in this
study may have contributed to the high levels of attrition
observed. Although other studies of Web-based physical activity
interventions have adopted this definition, it may be less
applicable to the analysis of nonusage attrition in workplace
interventions for which a 2-week lapse from intervention use
may occur if a participant is on annual leave or is absent from
work for 2 weeks or more. Therefore, every 2-week lapse from
intervention use may not indicate that the participant had
intentionally ceased intervention use.
The results of this analysis are consistent with findings in
previous intervention studies, showing that participants with
higher reported health status at baseline (versus lower health
status) [76] have decreased risk for nonusage. It has previously
been observed that Web-based interventions are frequently not
successful in reaching individuals for whom health behavior
change is needed most (eg, those with lower health status) [77].
Participants who were more financially motivated, who had
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higher levels of identified regulation, or who had higher levels
of recovery self-efficacy at baseline were at lower risk for
nonusage in this study. Individuals with higher levels of financial
motivation may have been encouraged to continue participation
in the scheme over time to continue benefitting from financial
rewards. There is evidence that identified regulation and
recovery self-efficacy are constructs that are important for
long-term behavioral maintenance [78-82]. Identified regulation
refers to behavior that is freely enacted based on the perceived
value of its outcomes to the individual [83]. Individuals with
higher levels of identified regulation may have been encouraged
to engage in more continuous use of the intervention (ie,
recording daily activity via the physical activity monitoring
system) to achieve these valued outcomes (eg, improved health).
Recovery self-efficacy refers to the individual’s beliefs about
their capability to return to physical activity following a lapse.
Therefore, someone with higher levels of recovery self-efficacy
has faith in their competence to regain control following a
setback (ie, period of inactivity) [84]. It makes sense that
individuals with higher recovery self-efficacy would experience
a longer period of intervention usage before encountering their
first 2-week lull because they are quicker to recover from a
lapse.
Finally, perceptions of the workplace environment were shown
to be related to nonusage risk in this study. As the intervention
required participants to engage in physical activity in the outdoor
environment of the workplace, it is plausible that their
perceptions of the workplace environment with respect to
physical activity may have influenced the use they made of the
scheme. For example, an important component of the PAL
scheme was the provision of information on opportunities for
physical activity in the workplace environment, and intervention
participants had access to maps on the study website marking
out suggested walking routes. There is evidence that supportive
social and physical environments facilitate behavior change
maintenance by lowering the opportunity cost of behavior [85].
Taken together, these results indicate that it may be possible at
baseline to identify those participants who are at the highest
risk for nonusage attrition and to include strategies in the
intervention design for retention.

Strengths and Limitations
A strength of this study is the examination of engagement as
separate individual indicators related to the different components
(ie, behavior change techniques) of the intervention.
Furthermore, previous studies have investigated whether
engagement (or adherence) is predictive of behavioral outcomes
[31,33,59,86] without consideration of how they may relate to
psychosocial outcomes (ie, mediators) targeted by the
intervention and thought to lead to behavior change. Nonusage
attrition was assessed in relation to use of more than 1
intervention component (ie, use of the physical activity
monitoring system and the website), and this improves upon
previous studies that typically assessed nonusage attrition in
relation to website use only [76,87-91].
Although previous research on engagement in intervention
studies has compared engagement between an intervention arm
and a comparison arm [15], we were unable to include
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comparable engagement data from our control group because
of the nature of the waitlist control. Therefore, our analysis is
limited to intervention group participants only, in line with the
approach adopted in previous similar studies [92]. Our analysis
is also limited to responders at 6 months (ie, those who provided
pedometer steps per day and mediator measurements).
Furthermore, although measures of the frequency of hits on
different sections of the website may indicate the participant’s
level of interest in a specific intervention component, they do
not capture how well the participant processed the information.
Another potential limitation is that only baseline variables were
investigated as predictors of nonusage attrition. However, our
goals were broadly similar to previous studies of predictors of
nonusage attrition [90], the aim being to better describe the
groups who will continue engaging in an intervention at
enrollment. As previously discussed, our definition of nonusage
attrition (ie, occurring at the time of the first 2-week lapse from
intervention use) may have contributed to the high levels of
nonusage attrition observed because of participants potentially
taking a 2-week period of annual leave or other absence from
work. Therefore, any period of nonuse may not have been
indicative of an intentional lapse from using the intervention.
However, provided such unintentional lapses did not occur
differentially between groups, it can be reasonably assumed
that the results of the survival analyses, indicating groups of
participants who were at higher risk for nonuse, will not have
been spuriously impacted. Future Web-based intervention
studies implemented in workplace settings could improve the
assessment of nonusage attrition by including a feature to
capture whether the participant is present at the worksite.

Implications for Future Research
Future intervention studies should measure levels of engagement
and nonusage with a view to making recommendations for
retaining groups of participants who are at the highest risk for
nonusage and lack of intervention engagement. This is
particularly important for studies of Web-based interventions
that are known to be particularly susceptible to lack of
participant engagement and high nonusage attrition [13]. Better
guidelines on how to measure intervention engagement are
needed. For example, although commonly used markers of
engagement (eg, the number of hits on certain website pages
and time spent on the website) may indicate greater interest in
different intervention components, they do not capture how
much information is absorbed and processed. Regular knowledge
quizzes may be helpful in this regard, but even these measures
are problematic (eg, it is unclear whether the results can be
attributed to intervention delivery, the participant’s engagement,
or another factor) [29]. Clearly, the idea of intervention
engagement is complex and multifaceted [93,94]. Thus, its
assessment should move beyond the utilization of simple metrics
to incorporate user engagement patterns over time [93,95,96].
When attempting to define an intervention’s intended use and
assessing adherence or engagement, researchers should refer
extensively to the assumed working mechanisms of the
intervention. This will aid the standardization of the concepts
of intervention adherence and engagement, which are often
underdeveloped and improperly used in the current literature
[61,94]. The Medical Research Council guidance on developing
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and evaluating complex interventions currently makes no
reference to intervention engagement and nonusage attrition
[97], and their process evaluation guidelines refer to engagement
in a general way [12]. How to measure and analyze engagement
and nonusage in complex public health interventions is a key
gap in the literature. Researchers should consider developing
engagement and retention strategies tailored toward specific
groups of participants identified as being at risk for low
engagement and high levels of nonusage attrition. Such
endeavors should make use of behavior change theory and
behavior change techniques within intervention trials, using
similar approaches to how interventions are currently designed
for changing behavior.
Researchers could make use of baseline data to identify
participants who are at risk of nonengagement and nonusage
attrition and design specific strategies to combat this. The
findings of this study suggest that researchers should explore
ways to keep those participants who are in worse health engaged
with interventions for their entire duration. Interventionists
should consider how to retain participants who are initially less
financially motivated in studies whose main component is the
offer of financial rewards. For studies of physical activity
interventions requiring behavioral practice in the outdoor
environment (as was the case for this study), participants’
perceptions of the environment with respect to physical activity
are important influencing factors that should be considered for
engagement and nonusage.

Conclusions
More frequent use of the self-monitoring and feedback
components of the intervention website (ie, self-monitoring and
feedback and goal setting) and the redemption of a higher
proportion of earned points for financial rewards (ie, immediate
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reward contingent on behavior change) were associated with
increases in physical activity at 6 months for intervention group
participants in the PAL study. Conversely, more frequent use
of website discussion forums (ie, social support) was associated
with decreases in physical activity at 6 months. A possible
explanation for the negative association of discussion forum
use with 6-month physical activity was that rather than making
use of these forums to build social support for physical activity,
participants generally used them as platforms to make queries
or raise concerns. Therefore, it appears that the decline in
physical activity behavior at 6 months for intervention group
participants was due, at least in part, to participant dissatisfaction
with some perceived study limitations (eg, technical glitches
and limited financial rewards and physical activity opportunities
for which rewards could be earned), which emerged in a separate
qualitative process evaluation [71]. Levels of intrinsic motivation
were not associated with the percentage of rewards redeemed
or with the frequency of accessing the reward component of the
website. Therefore, in contrast to the hypothesis of
self-determination theory that offering financial rewards may
crowd out intrinsic motivation, our results support that intrinsic
motivation is not necessarily diminished when rewards are
offered as part of a complex multicomponent intervention (eg,
a higher frequency of accessing some of the website’s other
components was actually associated with higher intrinsic
motivation). Rates of nonusage attrition were high, and survival
analysis showed that participants who were in worse health at
baseline were at higher risk for nonuse. Financial motivation,
identified regulation, recovery self-efficacy, and perceptions of
the environment were also risk factors for nonusage. Guidelines
to measure engagement and improve nonusage attrition should
be established and strategies incorporated into study design to
ensure that participants adhere to interventions in their intended
form.
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